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INTRODUCTIONS
We would like to introduce ourselves as a premium Indian Manufacturers,
Importers and Exporters based in Israel, originated in India. Established in
2018, KIPS has positioned itself as one of the leading manufacturers,
importers and exporters. Our talented team believes in providing the best
products possible.
Our products include high quality towel, bed sheets, babies wear, ladies
pajamas, t-shirts, track pants, men's boxers and more.
At KIPS, we believe in taking accurate approach to client service, working with
each designer in all phases to ensure that the chosen product complements
their atmosphere, time line and budget, trafc and demand for exceptional
qualities.
We encourage you to explore our website to see a sampling of our diverse
collections that marry versatility with distinctive style. Through a combination
of patterns, fabrics, weaves and colors, KIPS looks forward to make you feel
stylish and comfortable. Our growing collection of products will help you
choose from the vast galaxy of fashion.
We at KIPS are committed towards customer's satisfaction, hence great care
is taken in designing every garment with the best quality fabrics. Choose from
a wide variety of vivid and alluring garments online as we bring to you great
deals which will not cease to excite you.
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.BEACH
...............TOWELs
.................
Our towels are handcra ed by crea ve professionals who carve out innova ve designs so that you make a
statement with these large beach towels available in many designs and vibrant colors made from so and
durable terry cloth fabric. These towels are available in a rac ve prints and pa erns and are made with 100%
co on so they're very absorbent and comfortable when you're drying oﬀ and at 75cm x150cm there's plenty to
wrap up in. Each towels provides op mal coverage, absorbency, and versa lity. Use on the beach or pool side as
a vaca on accessory, or treat yourself to spa quality towels at home. The terry cloth fabric features pure ring
spun co on for op mal so ness and long-las ng quality. Professionally hemmed edges are carefully graded for
quality control and product durability.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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BEACH TOWELs
.................................
The terry cloth fabric features pure ring spun co on
for op mal so ness and long-las ng quality.
Professionally hemmed edges are carefully graded
for quality control and product durability.
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color to color towels
.................................
Our Color to Color Towels are exo c combina on of two diﬀerent colors. These colors perfectly complement
each other to create that eye catching look in your bathroom. These so pieces are made of 100 % co on that is
machine-washable for easy, convenient cleaning between uses. Double s tched hems provide extra durability,
even a er mul ple washes. The colors of these towels are fast enough to look newer for a long me. This towel
has got low lint for a clean look and feel. These towels have been cra ed by our crea ve expert having extensive
experience in the domain. We are able to undertake bulk orders of the mul colored terry towels and can
complete it within commi ed me lines.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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COLOR TO COLOR
TOWELS
.................................
These towels have been cra ed by our crea ve expert
having extensive experience in the domain. We are able to
undertake bulk orders of the mul colored terry towels
and can complete it within commi ed me lines.
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embroidered towels
.................................
Our embroidered towels provide so ness and luxury to meet the requirements of our pres gious client.
These towels are skin friendly, smooth textured, easy to wash and elegant. Have a go with our
embroidered towels with diﬀerent pa erns, style and variety to suit your taste. Add a splash of colors &
sophis ca on to your bathroom with our colored embroidered towels. These towels are available in
diﬀerent sizes and styles at reasonable prices to suit the taste of our clients. Apart from being stylish,
these towels are also tested on diﬀerent quality aspects to ensure its ﬂawlessness.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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embroidered
towels
.................................
Apart from being stylish, these towels are also tested
on diﬀerent quality aspects to ensure its ﬂawlessness.
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jacquard pastel color towels

.................................
Jacquard pastel towels are available in dark colors with crepe design and track border combina on. These towels
specially used in Spa & Saloon. We also provide as per customer speciﬁca on in design and colors Available colors:
Coﬀee Brown, Maroon, Royal Blue, Navy Blue, Bo le Green, Red, Black. These towels are highly absorbent with
ultra-so feel. These towels are skin friendly, light weight and so textured.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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jacquard pastel
color towels
.................................
Available colors: Coﬀee Brown, Maroon, Royal Blue,
Navy Blue, Bo le Green, Red, Black. These towels are
highly absorbent with ultra-so feel. These towels are
skin friendly, light weight and so textured.
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.pattern
............candy
..........towels
..........
The elegant Cabana Stripes towel gives you a balanced & sophis cated feel with Jacquard designs. Our towels
come in bright color combina on, which gives a luxurious and a rac ve look to these towels. Apart from looks
these towels are also so and highly absorbent. These towels are made up of 100% co on yarn and dyed in
diﬀerent colors, so that they don't fade away with me.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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pattern candy
towels
.................................
These towels are made up of 100% co on yarn and dyed in
diﬀerent colors, so that they don't fade away with me.
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face towels
.................................
Face towels comes in the range of Lara, cabana, feast, pastel and several other ranges. Made up of 100 % co on,
these towels are so and gentle with high water absorbency which makes it easy to clean face. Face towels are
designed and s tched under the guidance of skilled professionals using premium quality material and modern
techniques to provide premium quality products.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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face towels
.................................
Face towels are designed and s tched under the
guidance of skilled professionals using premium
quality material and modern techniques to provide
premium quality products.
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PRINTED TOWELS
.................................
Step out of the shower or sea in unique style with our vibrant range of printed towels, These towels come in
various sizes and are a fun gi for all the family. These towels are made up of premium quality absorbent fabric,
which dries you quickly and warmly. Available in exclusive styles and prints, these towels are so and smooth in
texture. Great fabric, long life, a rac ve designs and immaculate ﬁnish are features of oﬀered printed towels.
These towels come in clean and stylish designs so that it can suit your taste.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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PRINTED TOWELS
.................................
Great fabric, long life, a rac ve designs and
immaculate ﬁnish are features of oﬀered
printed towels. These towels come in clean and
stylish designs so that it can suit your taste.
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lara towels

.................................

Our Lara towels are luxurious, so yet super absorbent. The colors in our Lara range are carefully selected to
work with current trends in bathroom design. A beau ful way to keep your bathroom up to date and trendy,
while also taking care of your skin. These towels are light, odor resistant, and quick to dry. These towels are best
suited for sun bathing with the warm feeling of drying. These towels are highly absorbent, light weighted and
dries quickly. Moreover, we have engaged crea ve professionals to design and develop Lara Terry Towels in
stunning pa erns and style.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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lara TOWELS
.................................
Moreover, we have engaged crea ve professionals to
design and develop Lara Terry Towels in stunning
pa erns and style.
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promotional towels

.................................

One of the best way to show your companies iden ty is to use custom embroidery of your company's logo on
towels. These promo onal towels can be used as gi s in corporate par es, in Hotels, Hospitals, Gyms and
Health Clubs. We are ready to supply as per customiza on i.e. logo in jacquard of embroidery form. These
promo onal towels in diﬀerent sizes, designs and pa erns at reasonable prices to our customers. The oﬀered
towel is designed by our professionals using the ﬁnest quality co on fabric.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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promotional
TOWELS
.................................
These promo onal towels in diﬀerent sizes, designs
and pa erns at reasonable prices to our customers.
The oﬀered towel is designed by our professionals
using the ﬁnest quality co on fabric.
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kitchen towels
.................................
Our Kitchen towels comes with super-so microﬁber cloths that are best for cleaning & dus ng the kitchen.
These towels give lint-free, streak-free cleaning & polishing, that won't scratch surfaces, stainless steel or clear
coats. With high absorbency of water, it dries pre y quickly as compared to standard dish cloth, face wash
cloths, hand towels & dusters. It can be washed and reused hundreds of mes, so that you save money on paper
towels and costly cleaners. These towels are a great value for all your kitchen and household cleaning needs
without sacriﬁcing the quality. It's worth buying.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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kitchen TOWELs
.................................
These towels are a great value for all your
kitchen and household cleaning needs without
sacriﬁcing the quality. It's worth buying.
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cabana stripe towels
.................................
Enjoy our luxurious Cabana Stripe Towels perfect for vaca ons, at the beach, or in your own backyard. These towels
feature summer print of thick cabana stripes for a classic look. These towels are ultra so and with high absorbency
for quick drying. These are perfect for beaches, swimming pools or your own backyard. These are made with 100%
co on. Dry oﬀ in style.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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cabana stripe
TOWELS

.................................
These towels are ultra so and with high absorbency
for quick drying. These are perfect for beaches,
swimming pools or your own backyard. These are
made with 100% co on. Dry oﬀ in style.
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kids towels
.................................
We manufacture printed baby bath towels that are so and skin friendly, which protects babies from rashes
and itching on the skin. These towels come in fast, eye soothing colors and are available in various designs. We
stand among the dis nguished in baby towels suppliers in India. These towels come with high absorbency to
dry your baby quickly and easily. These towels come in diﬀerent designs and sizes.

Sizes Available - 100cm x 150cm, 70cm x 140cm, 50cm x 80cm
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kids TOWELs

.................................
These towels come with high absorbency to dry your
baby quickly and easily. These towels come in
diﬀerent designs and sizes.
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kips luxury collection
Nectar soft sheets

.................................
Our luxury collec on of Nectar so sheets comes with sa n ﬁnish and so feel. These sheets are
elegant and luxurious, yet environment and family friendly bedding that is worth the money. The
organic co on compromises of a unique weave and blend that oﬀers so ness, breathability, and lo .
Breathable, absorbent co on is the ﬁber of choice, allowing you to sleep cool, dry, and comfortable
all night long.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Nectar soft
sheets
.................................
A combina on of dis nc ve ﬁnishing process and
premium materials keeps pulling and wrinkling to
a minimum. Therefore, making your bed has been
made easier.
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kips luxury collection
Indulgence

.................................
Our elegant collec on of beddings is exquisite and perfectly ﬁt for Royalty! Our indulgence series of
luxury designer bed linen & bed sheets is the perfect balance between comfort and class. With an
array of well cra ed, elegant bed sheets to choose from, sleep in the lap of luxury every day. Our
linen is so so that you won't want to get out of bed! When it comes to bedding, our bed linen is
specially cra ed for comfort and luxury as well.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Indulgence
.................................
Our linen is so so that you won't want to get out of
bed! When it comes to bedding, our bed linen is
specially cra ed for comfort and luxury as well.
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kips Core Collection
Classic

.................................
Show your sense of style with our perfect collec on of classic bedsheets. A bed-linen collec on that
suits modern sensibili es with its classic appeal along with rich and vibrant colors. These sheets are
perfectly designed to cater to the user's needs. This super premium collec on is a perfect balance
between the modern and the meless.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Classic
.................................
These sheets are perfectly designed to cater to the
user's needs. This super premium collec on is a perfect
balance between the modern and the meless.
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kips Core Collection
Home Essentials

.................................
With our home essen als collec on, spread the posi vity and joy as you spread these bedsheets
on the bed. An intricate mix of gorgeous appeal and vibrant colors gives this bedsheets a
refreshing looks that is never ending. Available in wide variety of color op ons, these bedsheets
are the necessity for your home.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Home Essentials
.................................
Available in wide variety of color op ons, these
bedsheets are the necessity for your home.
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kips Core Collection
Everyday Plus

.................................
Our everyday plus collec on bedsheets are casually stylish and are made of co on for everyday use.
These bedsheets are more breathable, comfortable and durable. It also gets so er a er mul ple
washes. Leave a las ng impression with the prints and designs of these bedsheets and add some
color and charm to your room everyday.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Everyday Plus
.................................
Leave a las ng impression with the prints and designs
of these bedsheets and add some color and charm to
your room everyday.
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kips Seasonal Collection
Good to Nature

.................................
Strengthen your bond with nature, with our Good To Nature collec on. This collec on is for modern
living with absolute comfort and ease of care in mind. These bedsheets are perfect for environmentally
conscious retailers, eco-hotels, retreats and spas. The co on undergoes several washes giving it a so
and stonewashed feel. These bedsheets are designed using undyed and unbleached fabrics without
any chemical treatment making them naturally organic and supple on the skin.

1 Woven Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Good to Nature
.................................
These bedsheets are designed using undyed and
unbleached fabrics without any chemical treatment
making them naturally organic and supple on the skin.
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kips Seasonal Collection
Tencel bedsheets

.................................
Tencel bedsheets are best known for their so , cooling and hypoallergenic features. Tencel sheets are
best for great sleep. These bedsheets feel like silk and are much easier to care for. These are so like
co on but more wrinkle-resistant. It has plenty of strength to make it through wash a er wash and
last long. These are especially good choice for warm weather, sweaty sleepers, and those with
allergies and sensi vi es.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Tencel bedsheets

.................................
It has plenty of strength to make it through wash a er
wash and last long. These are especially good choice for
warm weather, sweaty sleepers, and those with
allergies and sensi vi es.
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kips Seasonal Collection
Melange

.................................
Melange collec on of bedsheets comes with beau ful prints to suit your mood. It's. perfect
amalgama on of dyed and undyed ﬁbres which is subtle yet peppy. These bedsheets are so and
comfortable. These sheets comes in a wide range of weaves, prints and colors. These sheets are
machine washable, bleach safe, dryer friendly, wrinkle free and ﬁghts bacteria. Happy sleeping!

1 Woven Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Melange
.................................
These sheets comes in a wide range of weaves, prints and
colors. These sheets are machine washable, bleach safe,
dryer friendly, wrinkle free and ﬁghts bacteria.
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kips Festive Collection
Shubh Aarambh - Wedding Collection
.................................
Wish those newly weds, a happy married life with our 'Shubh Aarambh', bedsheet gi set, that
completely wraps you in love, warmth and care. Make a bridal room perfect with our bridal bedsheets
that add a touch of luxury to the bride's bedroom. Our bedsheets feature graceful designs and rich
textures and luxurious ﬁnish that perfectly complements elegance.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Shubh Aarambh Wedding Collection

.................................
. Our bridal bedsheets are not only splendid but also
comfortable. Our designs are all you need to complete
your wedding bed decora on. Have a look at our bridal
bed sheets collec on online.
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kips Festive Collection
Aroma
.................................
With our array of aroma bedsheets with in-built scents, get cozy in varying fragrances all night long.
Our aroma collec on oﬀers you a set of bedsheet and two complimen ng pillows. Our aroma
collec on has been created keeping in mind fashion conscious brides and groom to be. These
bedsheets will accentuate good moods and emo ons. These bedsheets are packed with love to
spread the essence of joy in your home.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Aroma
.................................
Our aroma collection has been created keeping in mind
fashion conscious brides and groom to be. These
bedsheets will accentuate good moods and emotions.
These bedsheets are packed with love to spread the
essence of joy in your home.
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kips Festive Collection
Festive Event Collection”
.................................
Our collec on of occasions bedsheets are designed to beau fully complement the colors and
pa erns of your space giving you a warm feel at your home. Make your everyday brighter and be er
with our variety of colors and designs to suit every occasion. These bedsheets are so and
comfortable that comes in a wide range of weaves, prints and colors.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Festive Event
..Collection”
...............................
These bedsheets are so and comfortable that comes
in a wide range of weaves, prints and colors.
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kips Festive Collection
Celebrations
.................................
Our celebra on bedsheet collec on is most adequate to spread the vibes of celebra on to your
home. These bedsheets are available in colourful prints and designs to make rooms lively with its
characters. Highly rich in colors, these bedsheets also provide best of comfort. The appearance of
these bedsheets make perfect cheerful bedrooms and turn the living room happier and joyful. You
can easily avail this celebra on collec on bedsheets on our online portal. Add colors and joy to all
occasions.......enjoy.

1 Printed Bedsheet - 2.74 m x 2.74 m
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Celebrations
.................................
You can easily avail this celebra on collec on bedsheets on
our online portal. Add colors and joy to all
occasions.......enjoy.
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Infants (Baby wear)
KIDS PONCHO
.................................
Our kids collec on comes with 100% co on, which is great for keeping your kids dry. Consider plain old
towels a thing of the past, towel ponchos are a total game changer. The material of these ponchos are
highly absorbent, so it will soak up water quickly. Its so good that your li le ones will never want to take
this oﬀ. These ponchos comes in various designs which are vivid and colorful. Make an eﬀort for your
prince and princess and choose the best poncho from our collec on.
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KIDS PONCHO
.................................
These ponchos comes in various designs which are vivid
and colorful. Make an eﬀort for your prince and princess
and choose the best poncho from our collec on.
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Infants (Baby wear)
BABY BIBS
.................................
Our baby bibs collec on comes with variety of adorable colors and pa erns. These bibs are easy to put
on and remove. These bibs are so , absorbant and easy to wash. The designs are so cool that children
will ﬁnd it fun wearing. These bibs are featured with adjustable snaps, so est co on fabric, perfect for
sensi ve skin and great designs. These are nice and dry while maintaining style and comfort.
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BABY BIBS
.................................
These bibs are featured with adjustable snaps, so est co on
fabric, perfect for sensi ve skin and great designs. These are
nice and dry while maintaining style and comfort.
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ladies pajamas
.................................
Looking for the best pajamas for women? We have it all. Our ladies pajamas comes in super so 100 %
co on to provide you comfort and good sleep. We have a collec on that looks pre y to wear bed.
These are so , cozy and lightweight. You can choose from a variety of range of comfortable ladies
pajamas. You can slip into something so and stylish that can help you relax a er a long day. Just get
the perfect ones for you.
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ladies pajamas
.................................
You can slip into something so and stylish that can help
you relax a er a long day. Just get the perfect ones for you.
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ladies pajamas
.................................
Our ladies pajamas comes in super so 100 % co on to provide you comfort and good sleep. We
have a collec on that looks pre y to wear bed. These are so , cozy and lightweight. You can choose
from a variety of range of comfortable ladies pajamas. You can slip into something so and stylish
that can help you relax a er a long day. Just get the perfect ones for you.
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ladies pajamas
.................................
You can choose from a variety of range of comfortable
ladies pajamas. You can slip into something so and
stylish that can help you relax a er a long day. Just get
the perfect ones for you.
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t-shirts
.................................
We have a got a wide range of designer T-shirts to suit your personality. Up your fashion game with our
trendy yet comfortable t-shirts. Whatever your passion or love is, there's a T-Shirt for every taste.
Flaunt your favourite style by wearing it as is or layering it with a jacket, do it the way you love. We have
got t-shirts for those who are always on the move. Our t-shirts are light weight and comfortable. Just
grab it!
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t-shirts
.................................
Flaunt your favourite style by wearing it as is or layering it
with a jacket, do it the way you love. We have got t-shirts for
those who are always on the move. Our t-shirts are light
weight and comfortable. Just grab it!
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polo
.................................
Our polo T-shirt collec on has got a variety of designs and a number of pa erns and color to suit your
mood and style as well. These are the most versa le T-shirts a man can own. Polo T-shirts are what every
gentleman should necessarily have in his wardrobe. Our polo T-shirts are durable and light weight, with
smart looks, extremely comfortable and super easy to dress up. Pick any color or pa ern that is best for
your style.
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polo
.................................
Our polo T-shirts are durable and light weight, with smart
looks, extremely comfortable and super easy to dress up.
Pick any color or pa ern that is best for your style.
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cargo
pants
.................................
We oﬀer a wide range of Cargo Trousers with 6 pocket relaxed and regular ﬁt cargo jogger pants for men.
Our collec on of cargo pants never go out of style. They are tough and rus c, that is what makes you
love them. These are available in a variety of style, colors and sizes. Its simple and minimalis c trends is
the biggest reason for having it in your wardrobe. It is easy-to-wear, light weight and dries quickly.
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cargo pants
.................................
These are available in a variety of style, colors and sizes. Its
simple and minimalis c trends is the biggest reason for
having it in your wardrobe. It is easy-to-wear, light weight
and dries quickly.
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mens boxer
.................................
Try our range of men boxer for utmost comfort and style. These are made of rich co on fabric which can
be worn as lounge wear, leisure wear and sports wear. Our boxer collec on oﬀers a varied range of
colors with fabric that is breathable and a relaxed ﬁt. These boxers remain comfortable to wear all
throughout the day. Slip into the most comfortable feeling by wearing boxer which are cra ed with
co on and spandex for a stretchy and relaxed feeling
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mens boxer
.................................
These boxers remain comfortable to wear all throughout
the day. Slip into the most comfortable feeling by wearing
boxer which are cra ed with co on and spandex for a
stretchy and relaxed feeling.
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under wears
.................................
Our underwear collec on oﬀers style made for support and comfort. The back of a brief oﬀers full
coverage, while the front has the upper thigh exposed. We have got a variety of underwear to suit
every mens comfort zone. Made up of co on it provides comfort and dryness, so that you stay fresh
and cool all day around.
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under wears
.................................
We have got a variety of underwear to suit every mens
comfort zone. Made up of co on it provides comfort and
dryness, so that you stay fresh and cool all day around.
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